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Cedar Community Secondary School Learning Plan 2019
Laura Roberts

STEP 1) GENERAL SCHOOL STORY (WHO WE ARE)
WHAT ARE THE UNIQUE, POSITIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF OUR SCHOOL?
Cedar Community Secondary School (CCSS) is located in the beautiful town of Cedar approximately eight kilometers southeast of
Nanaimo. Cedar Community Secondary acknowledges that we are located on the traditional unceded territory of the Snuneymuxw
First Nation of the Coast Salish peoples. The town of Cedar has a rich heritage and unique history. It is nestled along the Nanaimo
River, surrounded by farms, large acreage properties, campgrounds, provincial and regional parks, cottages and more recently
residential neighborhoods. There are two communities that are part of our family of schools; Cedar Elementary, Cinnabar Valley
Elementary school and Qwam Qwum Stuwixwulh Community School . There are strong connections among sta , students, parents
and the extended community. CCSS was rst opened in 1999 was closed in 2014. The school was reopened again in 2016 and since
has been working to rebuild and restore the sense of belonging and strong community feel the school has always had. There is no
doubt that the two year closure had an impact on the school community. After being reopened for 3 years now, sta are working to
retell the story of our school with a strong focus on the future and success for all learners while maintaining the strong sense of
family that it has enjoyed.
Cedar sta are dedicated to improving student learning and are part of a professional learning community that work in teams to
collaborate on shared goals to ensure all students are learning at high levels. In our learning communities we use evidence of
student learning to identify student's strengths and stretches to guide our practice. These teams continue to work toward
implementing and working with the redesign curriculum with a particular focus on what strategies will have the greatest impact on
student engagement and success.
CCSS is small compared to most secondary schools. Being small allows for us to be exible and innovative and stretch and challenge
the conventional model and structure of what a secondary school looks like thus allowing for more individualized programming and
unique inclusive learning spaces for all students. As student interest shifts we are able to shift along with it making sure to help each
learner follow their passion and better engagement in their learning journey.
In response to a belief that students need exible learning time in their day, our schedule has a unique design for grade 10-12
learners. Students are assigned a focus block each day. The focus block allows for more time to work on or process their skills,
research, or connect with a teacher. This exibility also allows opportunities for extension and enrichment or acceleration and for
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students to learn to take greater responsibility for their learning.
Our grade 8-9 students engage in cross curricular annual academic courses including Humanities, STEM, and Project Based Learning
(PBL) in the mornings and a rotation of ADST hands on learning in the afternoons. This model has been a successful way to bridge
the transition from elementary to secondary learning. Students work in smaller pods which o er many opportunities for team
building activities that help to build a sense of belonging and self con dence.
All sta at Cedar are an essential part of student's learning experience, administrators, teachers, support sta , clerical and custodian,
are all dedicated to student success. Our size allows us all to know each learners story and o er a greater chance for each student to
connect with more than one positive role model. Sta focus regularly on ways to create a sense of belonging at our school. Being
small also helps us to work more closely with student's personal awareness and social responsibility. Cedar is regularly described as
a welcoming, inclusive, and fun place to learn.
Cedar Secondary has a great passion for the environment and the land around us. Many sta and students are concerned about
climate change and our impact on the environment. By deepening our understanding of aboriginal ways of knowing and being we
have already begun to nd ways to engage all learners in understanding our connection to the land around us. As well, focusing on
Truth and Reconciliation and weaving aboriginal understandings in our classrooms will ultimately work toward improving success for
all learners in the school

WHAT ARE THE IMPORTANT DEMOGRAPHICS OF OUR SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY?
Cedar Community Secondary School currently enrolls 259 students. The diversity of our school population is made up of 23 students
supported with a Ministry designation, a few English Language Learners, and 48 (18.5%) of whom claim First Nations ancestry several
of whom live directly on the Snuneymuxw First Nations reservation. Many of our families have lived in the Cedar community for a
number of years including some of our sta members.
Many or our students are cross-enrolled with other schools for personalized and exible learning. For example, some are taking
courses with Island Connect, and others with a partnership with VIU (Vancouver Island University) for careers and trades training
programs, and dual credit programs. Many of our senior students also take advantage of work experience and external credits as
part of their personalized learning. Having a exible schedule also allows us to be able to o er self paced courses, Independent
Directed Studies(IDS) and project based learning opportunities.
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Cedar has 25 sta members, many who have been with the school since it's reopening and a few who are new and some who have
been in the school community for a longer time. Our sta change over is minimal and there is a collegial and collaborative culture
among sta .

WHAT DO WE CELEBRATE?
At Cedar we celebrate a culture of generosity, courage and inclusion. For the last few years sta have used the Circle of Courage as a
framework to build belonging, and engagement for all learners. This framework is highlighted in classrooms and whole school
celebrations. As well, we have several school events that showcase learning of our students. We plan to continue with this work as
we implement our new learning goals for the year.
There are many ways that Cedar celebrates learning. Mastery night is an evening we hold near winter break where students have an
opportunity to share something they are proud of. This is a well attended event where the band, drama classes and clubs, visual
arts, culinary arts, wood, mechanics, and all curricular areas have an opportunity to showcase learning in a gallery walk. As well, our
PE department runs "Spartan of the Week" in order to encourage students health and wellness. When you walk around the school
you will see many pieces of framed artwork completed by students and many builtin boards and classroom displays around the
school.
Cedar is also very proud of the Student Leadership Council who work to promote positive school culture and provide a prominent
student voice. The leadership council has taken on running monthly spirit events and organizing Fist Bump Friday assemblies where
individual students are recognized for their accomplishments.
A large number of students at Cedar participate in sports and clubs. Many sta and community members coach and assist with
organizing team sports and clubs where there is interest with students. Many student leaders also assist with running these
activities.
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Mastery Night Band
Performance

Full Volleyball Season!

Mastery Night Displays

Mastery Night Displays

Culinary Arts team:
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STEP 2) WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT OUR LEARNERS? (SCANNING)
WHAT ARE THE STRENGTHS AND STRETCHES WE SEE IN OUR LEARNERS?
Cedar students are very connected to their community and contribute to the school in positive ways. Some of their strengths are
their close relationships and the ability to solve their problems in peaceful ways. Our students collaborate well in group work and
there is lots of evidence that they value diversity. Students at Cedar accelerate when given hands on learning experiences and
engage when given choice. They have a strong sense of belonging to the school and feel that the adults in the building care about
them.
Evidence shows that there has been gains made in the area of student engagement in the last few years. At the same time, we are
still seeing a percentage of students showing apathy, lacking motivation, and con dence in their abilities. Our hunch is that this belief
system has an adverse impact on student achievement. Teachers are still feeling dissatis ed with the level of engagement in learning
inside the classroom.
As curriculum continues to shift it's focus on the core competencies more evidence is available in these areas. Teachers are noticing
that our students critical thinking skills are starting to strengthen around generating ideas, questioning and investigating. Students
communication skills are developing well in being able to acquire and interpret information. Stretches are re ecting on the learning
process and being able to tell in written or other forms of communication about their learning and giving examples. Evidence
showed us that we need to help students develop tools to better explain their thinking and re ections on their learning so we can
have deeper conversations and give more accurate timely feedback. Our hunch is that this may have an impact on students
engagement in learning overall and work to improve their motivation to learn at a deeper level.
Our students have a tremendous amount of energy and enthusiasm, when steered in the right direction this can be an incredible
asset. There are a multitude of distractions for adolescence in their daily lives. Part of our scan this year showed a stretch in students
focusing and settling into their routines, needing more tools and strategies in helping them to self regulate and to be more mindful
in their learning.
Cedar students are conscious about the environment and do well at explaining how human activity a ects our environment and
climate change. Stretches are their connectedness to the land and understanding abut First Peoples ways of knowing

WHAT EVIDENCE DO WE HAVE OF THESE STRENGTHS AND STRETCHES?
Used the core competencies as a framework to gather some baseline data on students thinking, communicating and social
responsibility abilities gave important information cross curricular areas.
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Ministry Satisfaction Surveys 2018 Grade 10 and 12 results were a good source of student's thinking around their sense of
belonging and their understanding of the environment and their understanding of local First Nations culture and language.
Core Competency Student self re ections from classrooms have provided a wealth of anecdotal data.
District Data on 6 Year Completion Rates: (Recognizing that the two year closure leaves a gap)
District Data on Aboriginal student achievement
School Wide Reading assessment for grade 8/9 students
Indigenous Understandings Learning Progression done by the sta to assess their own learning in this area.
Student attendance data
Student Voice assemblies
School wide reading assessments
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STEP 3) WHAT ARE OUR GOALS? (FOCUSING)
WHAT AREAS WILL WE FOCUS ON TO IMPROVE OR ENHANCE SUCCESS FOR OUR LEARNERS BASED ON WHAT WE
KNOW ABOUT THEM?
To view our areas of focus please open the attached document below. "school learning plan graphic"
As a sta we felt that representing our 4 areas of focus in a concentric circle better represented our belief that all of our goals are
interconnected. We also wanted to highlight how our focus areas connected to the district strategic plan as well.
Our areas of focus are:
1. A sense of Belonging
2. Communicating Student Learning
3. Personal Awareness and Responsibility
4. Truth and Reconciliation

school learning plan graphic 2019.pptx

WHAT ARE OUR SPECIFIC GOALS?
Our primary purpose is to improve student engagement and student achievement ultimately improving our graduation rates. We will
do this with 4 goals in mind:
Goal 1: In the area of Belonging our goal is to keep working with the Circle of Courage in classrooms and around the school with the
hopes that ALL students say they feel like they belong to our school community.
Goal 2: To improve students Personal Awareness and Responsibility to stay healthy and active, set goals and better self regulate.
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Goal 3: To improve students ability to self re ect on their learning in more meaningful ways and to engage them in deeper
understandings of themselves as learners.
Goal 4: The natural setting of our school community o ers unique and creative opportunities for students to connect or reconnect
with the environment around us. Moving forward sta are looking for opportunities for students to learn outside the school building
and to have deeper understanding of the First Peoples history and culture and ways of knowing collectively and actively working
toward truth and reconciliation.
.
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STEP 4) WHAT LEARNING AND ACTION WILL WE TAKE?
WHAT WILL TEACHERS LEARN MORE ABOUT TO SUPPORT OUR GOALS?
Teachers will learn more about Mindset based on Carol Dweck's work. Many of the sta are just learning about her work and
will be sharing the book and strategies for the classroom. The learning leaders are taking a lead in this area.
Professional Learning this year has already taken an "engagement" focus.
Teachers are researching in PLC groups about how to improve and measure the pro ciency of student re ections; building a
scale and exploring new digital platforms such as "Flipgrid" to engage students in conversations
Work has begun in researching strategies to promote mindfulness in the secondary classroom.
A team of teachers has been to some other secondary schools looking for ideas on exible learning time and exible learning
spaces
To support our goal of Truth and Reconciliation sta have already started to learn or re-learn hulquminum phrases.
Inviting our district support sta to come to talk about the syeyutsus framework and how it can support our learning goals
and work around truth and reconciliation

WHAT ACTIONS/STRATEGIES WILL WE TAKE/USE (TEACHERS, PARENTS, STUDENTS, AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS)
TO SUPPORT OUR GOALS?
Sense of Belonging: Strategies/Objectives:
Refresh the Circle of Courage with sta and students, especially those who are new
Use the classroom posters to directly recognize generosity, mastery, courage and belonging
Continue to collaborate on ways to engage students in school culture activities
Collaborate with parents and community members
Hold student Forum in January, look for student voice and feedback
Communicating Student Learning: Strategies/Objectives:
Make re ection part of everyday learning, not just at OCSL time. Experiment with di erent ways to communicate these
All teachers talk more explicitly about learning and how you know you are learning: Looks like, sounds like, feels like, and
adding "believes in"
Exploring di erent ways of presenting thinking in the classroom
/

Teach more about metacognitive parts of learning directly to students
Celebrate learning in Fist Bump Friday assemblies with a focus on self re ections: Students share out.
Build a pro ciency scale for goal setting and re ecting so we can track progress.
Personal Awareness and Responsibility: Strategies/Objectives:
Introduce mindfulness in each classroom
Teach self-regulation strategies
Mindful minutes on the morning announcements
Have students re ect on this explicitly.
Develop an observation tool to measure success with strategies.
Guide students with ways to more e ectively use their focus blocks
Whole school teaching or reteaching of Mindset
More collaborative strategies to be developed
Truth and Reconciliation: Strategies/Objectives:
Language Project: Each week the school will learn a new hulquminum word or phrase, on the announcements and shared in
class
hulquminum words on the walls of the school and doorways
Using a circle to open sta meetings and class activities
Recognizing the territory at all events and on our sta meeting agenda, print materials, email tags etc
Teachers working directly with our Aboriginal Education teacher to nd ways to embed aboriginal understandings in the
classroom
Collaboratively work to engage the larger community in our learning
Learn more about the Syeyutsus Reconciliation Framework and have conversations with district sta
Work with our Elder on a weekly basis
The grade 8 team has begun to do place based learning opportunities and is sharing with other classes
A whole school trip to Newcastle in the spring
Note: these strategies will be updated and amended as we progress.

Language project
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STEP 5) HOW WILL WE KNOW WE ARE MAKING A DIFFERENCE? (CHECKING)
WHAT EVIDENCE OF LEARNING WILL WE COLLECT TO CHECK THE PROGRESS ON OUR GOALS?
Goal 1: Belonging
Increase use of Circle of Courage language and recognition in classrooms
Higher results on Learning Survey for questions about belonging
More student led activities and leadership events
More visual evidence of learning celebrations around the school
Goal 2: Communicating Student Learning
Using a teacher developed pro ciency scale we hope to see a majority of students re ecting on learning at a pro cient level
Richer conversations between teachers and students about goal setting and re ecting: Anecdotal observations
Teachers having more conversations with students about metacognition
more students volunteering to share learning in class and around school
parent feedback
Goal 3: Personal Awareness and Responsibility:
Evidence of mindfulness used in regular classrooms
Anecdotal and observation evidence of students self regulating
Improvement in attendance and use of exible time (Focus Blocks)
Student surveys
Goal 4:
Student Learning Survey results: More students answering positively to questions about First Nations knowledge and cultural
experiences at school
Teachers answering toward pro cient in their knowledge and understanding of Aboriginal ways of knowing and being
All classrooms working on embedding Aboriginal ways of knowing into classes
More examples of place based learning in all grades
More opportunities observed of students cross curricular learning about the environment and land around us
parent feedback
Teacher observation and stories
All goals work together to improve graduation rates for ALL students.
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STEP 6) HOW WILL WE SHARE THIS INFORMATION?
HOW WILL WE SHARE OUR PLAN WITH STAFF?
Sta have been actively involved in the school learning plan process and we work to align our professional learning communities
with our school focus areas. Discussion of school goals and objectives regularly at sta meetings and sharing sessions at PLC time.
Our learning focus are referred to regularly.

HOW WILL WE SHARE OUR GOALS WITH STUDENTS?
At Friday Fist Bump assemblies, we will be celebrating successes of school goals. Students participate twice a year in Student Forum's
where we share successes and give feedback about our school focus.
Students have opportunities for additional classroom based feedback/surveys and as well we work toward full participation in the
Ministry Learning Surveys for Grade 10 and 12 students.
Student Voice/Forums

HOW WILL WE SHARE OUR GOALS AND PROGRESS WITH PARENTS?
Our school learning plan was shared directly with our PAC, with opportunity for feedback and questions. We will be sharing our
learning plan on our school website, with updates as we move through the school year. As well, our monthly newsletter will feature
highlights of our accomplishments.
Adding evidence through the year of our accomplishments in our learning plan
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